Cancer evolution, mutations, and clonal selection in relapse neuroblastoma.
The notion of cancer as a complex evolutionary system has been validated by in-depth molecular analyses of tumor progression over the last years. While a complex interplay of cell-autonomous programs and cell-cell interactions determines proliferation and differentiation during normal development, intrinsic and acquired plasticity of cancer cells allow for evasion of growth factor limitations, apoptotic signals, or attacks from the immune system. Treatment-induced molecular selection processes have been described by a number of studies already, but understanding of those events facilitating metastatic spread, organ-specific homing, and resistance to anoikis is still in its early days. In principle, somatic events giving rise to cancer progression should be easier to follow in childhood tumors bearing fewer mutations and genomic aberrations than their counterparts in adulthood. We have previously reported on the genetic events accompanying relapsing neuroblastoma, a solid tumor of early childhood. Our results indicated significantly higher single nucleotide variants in relapse tumors, gave hints for branched tumor evolution upon treatment and clonal selection as deduced from shifts in allelic frequencies between primary and relapsing neuroblastoma. Here, we will review these findings and give an outlook on dealing with intratumoral heterogeneity and sub-clonal diversity in neuroblastoma for future targeted treatments.